
C A S E  S T U D Y

Using Targeted Marketing to Improve Business Performance

T H E  C H A L L E N G E
Based in rural South Carolina, West Carolina Telephone Cooperative (West Carolina) has been facing competition  
from a very aggressive cable provider in their core serving area. Their primary competition regularly promotes pricing  
for Internet service tiers that are overstated in terms of real committed bandwidth at a price point that competes with  
West Carolina’s typical entry level Internet service tiers. 
 
West Carolina began upgrading to an all-fiber infrastructure starting in 2010 and today offers Internet, voice, IPTV, and 
security services to all of the homes in its ILEC serving area via GPON. This advanced broadband network allows West 
Carolina to now aggressively compete and differentiate their services in terms of the quality, reliability, and value. The 
challenge for West Carolina has been to change the competitive playing field from one focus on commodity services 
and pricing, to one that highlights their superior service offerings and matches subscriber needs with tailored broadband 
services that capture unique subscriber value.
  
 
T H E  S O L U T I O N 
West Carolina recognized that their all-fiber network provided them a clear and differentiable opportunity against their 
competition. Equally as important, they were advantaged by their local presence – an established company that could 
leverage their strong community presence and subscriber insights as a competitive advantage. 
 
However, West Carolina’s insights were more than just local knowledge. As the incumbent provider, West Carolina was 
able to leverage data within their network to understand how their subscribers were utilizing their services. West Carolina 
implemented Calix Flow Analyze and began gathering information about how much bandwidth was being consumed within 
their network, including what the primary applications and devices were that were driving subscriber bandwidth utilization. 
In order to effectively use this information, West Carolina engaged Calix Consulting to deliver an analytics service that 
examined and packaged data insights. They complemented this engagement with support from the marketing firm Pivot, 
who worked with Calix and West Carolina to develop a targeted campaign that identified the right services to best meet 
the needs of their customers.

C O M PA N Y 
West Carolina Telephone Cooperative

B U S I N E S S  T Y P E
Independent Local Exchange Carrier 

L O C AT I O N 
14 rural towns, centered in  
Abbeville, South Carolina

N E T W O R K
33,000 homes served

S E RV I C E S
Internet, IPTV, Voice, Security, Mobile 

C A L I X  S O L U T I O N S
E7-2, E7-20, B6, 700GE ONT Family,  
Flow Analyze, CMS, Calix Consulting



T H E  R E S U LT S
The Calix Consulting team worked closely with Pivot to put together an integrated marketing campaign designed to  
appeal to subscribers that were maxing out their current provisioned broadband service tier and would likely enjoy a  
better online experience if they were to upgrade to a faster broadband connection. By looking only at subscribers that  
met this profile, as well as which devices and applications were driving their usage, Pivot developed marketing material 
that would relate directly to those subscribers. The creative design team from Pivot also ensured that the marketing 
collateral would specifically correlate to the applications and content being consumed by West Carolina’s subscribers. 
 
In addition to being able to create personalized and timely customer messaging, West Carolina was also able to reduce 
their overall marketing budget by only reaching out to those subscribers who were likely to benefit from the upgrade.  
When compared to previous marketing efforts to upgrade Internet customers, West Carolina increased the percentage  
of customers who upgraded their service 6-7 fold while also reducing their marketing expenses by more than 50 percent.
 
The final business results were compelling with a return on investment in a few months, highly satisfied subscribers,  
and a long term reduction in competitive threats.  

T H E  F U T U R E
West Carolina is committed to continuing to provide their subscribers with world class technology that allows them to 
leverage all the benefits of being digitally connected. Their business subscribers can successfully reach their global 
customers, the community can take advantage of broadband services to enable a higher quality of life for the community, 
and all of their subscribers can stay connected to the applications and services they desire. 
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“Data is very important. We are going 

to become more and more data driven 

as the demands of competition and 

trying to lower our cost structure are 

taken into consideration.”

 –  Jeff Wilson, 
CEO and General Manager of

 West Carolina Telephone Cooperative

Targeted Marketing 
Campaign Highlights   

• Six-week campaign driven 
 with CalixAnalytics 

• Target customers received  
 100Mb speed bump 

• 7 percent of subscribers  
 took increased speed package 

• 50 percent reduction in  
 marketing expenses


